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SOC IAL AND ECONOMIC SIGN IF ICANCE OF RECREATION AC TIV I TIES IN THE

MARINE ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

ttan has had a long and close association with the sea. It
has carried his commerce, brought food to his nets, diluted his
wastes, and since world War II has been used increasingly for
outdoor recreation. In fact, it has been generally recognized
that recreation use is the most rapidly growing demand on water.
Most of the recreational use of the marine environment takes
place in the estuarine or coastal zone, a geographic area that
extends seaward to the three-mile limit.

'While many of the figures cited in the literature exclude
any consideration of the Great Lakes and its coastal zone, such
an oversight cannot be justified . The length of our fair shore-
lines reveals the surprising magnitude of our four coastal zones;
1! Pacific coastline--l,366 miles, 2! Gulf coastline � l,629
miles, 3! Atlantic coastline--l,888 miles and 4! Great Lakes
coastline--8,345 miles.

Certain natural constraints such as weather. and waves greatly
restrict recreational use in marine areas outside the coastal
zone. In their framework study planning, for example, the Great
Lakes Basin Commission found that boating use on Lake Michigan
remains largely within a five-mile radius of existing harbors
of refuge. As a result, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers expects
to seek a distance of ten miles between their harbors of refuge in
future planning on the Great Lakes.

RECREATION AND THE COASTAL ZONE

Vhy do Americans participate in outdoor recreation more
than ever before? In addition to drastic changes in our life
styles brought about. by technology, we now recognize peor les'
need to complement their work that cybernation has often made
menial and unrewarding if not totally unnecessary. Many persons
depend wholly upon their leisure  discretionary time! for the
elements of satisfaction and self-fulfillment they used to
derive from work. Now discretionary time is a fact of life with
legal three day holidays, less than 40 hour work weeks, the four
day 40 hour work week, lcnger and paid vacations, earlier retire-
ments and the like.

Everyone will not have the same leisure needs nor will
they have the same amount of leisure. There will be the unem-
ployed; the low-salaried workers, among them moonliqhters holding
second jobs; workers with good income but employed less time and,
of course, the professional, the highly skilled worker and the
executive with much leisure literacy but little time to oarticipate . 1



Population growth is undeniably a Le1sure mult1plier creating
intensive pressures for further recreation resource development and
utilization. Ten thousand years ago there were 5,000,000 people
on the earth; today there are 3 L/2 billion . The world 's population
is doubling every 39 years with 30 percent of our present population
l5 and under.

Demographers estimate that the U.S. population will approxi-
mately double by the year 2000 and l75 million people will be
living in the coastal zone, including the Clreat Lakes. The Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation  BOR! found, moreover, that increases in the
demand for many types of outdoor recreation far outstrips popula-
tion increases. Their studies revealed that there was a l2 percent
increase in fishing, an 18 percent increase in boating and a 15 per-
cent increase in swimming during the half decade from 1960-65,
while the population increase was estimated at only 8 percent
during that period. Between 1965 and 1980, swimming wj!L increase
72 percent, while the population increases 29 percent. As a
partial consequence of population growth, public recreation areas
in the U.S. are "enjoying" a 10 to 12 perce~t annual increase in
use ~

In addition to increases in leisure and population, increased
mobility and per capita disposable income are seen as heing related
to increased participation in water recreation . However, Moore
notes that these accepted factors do not fully explain this pattern
of increasing recreation behavior:

The same trends might have led to rapid expansion along
hundreds of quite di.fferent lines, all of which are equally
open to consumers. Why water recreation? The social
psychologists, the anthropnlogists, or the sociologists may
someday explain it. Perhaps it is an adaptation of our
frontier traditions to the conditions of modern life. L't
may be a reflection of a deep-seated desire for some activity
in which the whole family can join. To some extent, it may
be a flight from urban living, or even from the new suburbs,
to a more direct contact with nature. Water-centered
recreation is often associated with less congestion and
regimentation. Perhaps the tactile sensations-direct.
immersion in air, water, and sunshine with less screening
fran clothing-explain its appeal to many .2

The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission  ORRRC!
revealed l! which factors are most relevant in projecting future
participation in outdoor recreation and which factors may be dis-
regarded and 2! the approximate magnitude of influence of these
factors on participation. Using multiple classification analysis,
income, education, occupation, length of paid vacation, race, age,
life cycle statio~. region, and place of residence only explained
about 28 percent of the variance in the activity scale for men and
29 percent for women. With greater refinement of participation
measurement, we can expect to explain a greater proportion of the
variance.3



Studies conducted by ORRBC in l960 revealed that 44 percent
of cutdoor recreation participants favored water-based recreation
activities over any others, and that an additional substantial
percentage favored water-related activities.

41hat is also not revealed in this much overworked porcentaqe
is the unfulfilled demands of people in and near urban areas for
water-based recreation who for lack of opportunity, faciliti.es,
leisure or money are not able to so participate. To further co~-
plicate this unfulfilled demand as a result cf 300 years of un-
restrained exploitation, much of our coastal ~one ad jaccnt to
urban areas is humanly unacceptable for water recreation iisc even
for those who are able to participate.

The diversity of the Pacific coastline creates the pc tr ntial
for a wid variety of recreational activities  Table l! . Analysis
of participation undertaken by ORRRC made it clear that factors
other than socio-economic characteristics are ma jor r'cterminants
of outdoor recreation activity. A number of environmental variables
affect recreation participation at particular. locations over alter-
native loca tions .

Environmental variables, accessibility  distance, time,
costs! and attractability have received considerably more attention
than any of the other environmental variables even the uah thc orer-
ational def initions of these variables have varicc'. widelv. These
two variables together arc however accepted as pre~ ictors of
participation for short-term projections." Tn terms of acccssibi3 ity,
Jo!inson and Pankey in their California Re crvoir, tuc'.y concluded
that increases in an adjacent population will result in a nearly
proportional increase in water-based recreation use.~ Th extent
of recreation facilities and thc quantity of water available,
have been equated with attractability arid found to be signifi.cant
factors affecting participation in a particular location.
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TABLE 1

2.

3.

4 ~

5.

6.

7.

C ~
d.
e.

Table l&lassification of Coast-
oriented Outdoor Recreation
Activities by Environmental Use

Activities using nearshore waters:
a. Ocean Sailing
b. Ocean power boating
c. Surfing

Swimming

Activities using fauna and flora
of nearshare wa ter s:
a . Ocean fishing
b. Shore fishing
c. Scuba and snorkel spear fishing
d . Scuba and snorkel biological

observa tion
e. Scuba and snorkel shellfish

col lee ting

Activities using rocky, gravel and
mud tidelands:
a . Biological observation

Activities using fauna and flora of
rocky, gravel, and mud tide lands:
a. Wildf owl hunting
b. Shellf ish collecting
c. Biological observation
d . Shore fishing

Activities usinq sandy tidelands:
a . Beaching  inc lude s sunba thing,

beachcombing!
b. C lamning
c. Horseback riding

Activities using flora and fauna of
sandy tidelands:
a. Biological observation  especially

shorebirds!

Activities using sand dunes and above-
water beaches:

a. Beaching  includes sunbathing,
beachcombing,picnicking,etc.!

b. Dunebuggies
Camping
Recreational housing
Horseback riding

8. Activities using flora
and fauna of sand dunes
and above-water beaches:
a . Bio logica 1 re search

and observation

9. Activities using coastal
marsh and its flora and
fauna:
a. Biological

observa tion
b. Wildfowl hunting

3.0. Ac tivi ties using coa s tal
s tr and and bru sh f i e ld s
and its flora and fauna:
a. Hiking
b. Horseback riding
c . Camp ing
d, Recreational housing
e. Recreational driving
f. Biological

observation



Other environmental variables that are pertinent to prediction
of recreational utilization include transportation systems, regional
physiography, climate, competing opportunities and saturation.

In recognition of the socio-economic determinants of recreation
participation and the environmental uniqueness of the Pacific coastal
zone, we can expect that recreational use will continue to grow to
a point where a number of our non-renewable coastal resources will
be in danger of being consumed. The critical task is therefore
one of matching recreational activities with their part.icular
environmental impacts to the carrying capacity of the region's
coastal resource  recognizing participation and population growth
trends! . In the planning literature, this process is referred to
as user-resource recreation planning.

It is paradoxical that as a nation, we are witnessing a
recreation explosion; and at the same time, our ef fective supply
of water resources needed to support leisure activity is diminishing
in both quantity and quality. This collision course will continue
until more attention is paid to some of the constraints on future
recreational use of water, namely: L! water pollution, 2! lack
of legal access and 3! conflicting water uses. In short-sighted
manner, these constraints have received far less attention in the
Literature than the prediction of recreation demand as well as
recreation 's economic impact.

It is generally recognized that multiple-use management in
our four coastal zones has not optimized recreation potentials.
In fact recreation has been traditionally squeezed out by other
preemptive uses. Lower Green Bay in Wisconsin present an excellent
case study of where a recreational use has been eliminated by
conflicting uses. A designated beach facility was closed at this
location in the late l930's. Today, swimming and other body
contact water recreation activities are still strongly discouraged"
by public health officials at this location due to excessively
high fecal coliform bacteria counts among other things.

Displacement of recreational uses such as the above cited
example can be attributed to: L! our compliance with water
quality criteria that have been tied to a narrow and parochial
view of recreation and 2! our inability to adequately price the
recreational value  primary as well as economic impacts benefits!
of specific marine regions.

RECREATION RK-DEFINED

Water quality criteria for water � based recreation as
promulgated by the federal government are most inadequate.7 This
can be partially attributed to the conceptual view of recreation
held by many resource planners, namely, that recreation is simply
an activity engaged in during free time. Such oversimplification
has led to water recreation being considered a very tolerant water
use within multiple-use planninq, e.g., "lf you have water and it
passes public health and safety requirements, then you can expect



people to swim in it. Recreation must come to be viewed as an
experience that is freely engaged in largely durinq leisure, from
which an individua 1 der ives some sa tisf ac tion. UnfortunatelY,
the satisfaction or qualitative component. is all but lacking in
many of today's leisure experiences just as it is absent in
evaluative criteria used to judge the adequacy of our recreation
planning and development ef forts. Attendance data are hardly a
substitute for knowing that people engaged in recreation in the
coastal zone are indeed engaged in recreative experiences. An
analysis of participant satisfaction is needed to supplement
attendance to determine the adequacy of our recreation resources
as well as goods and services.

In the past, the area of esthetics was ignored or considered
separate from recreation in natural resource planning. Today it
is generally recognized that esthetics is reflected in peoples'
attitudes and beliefs, both of which shape the extent and location
of peoples' water-recreation behavior . It is hypothesized that
man during his leisure views the quality of specific waterbodies
in a much different manner than does the chemist or sanitary
engineer responsible for physical, biological, and chemical
monitoring processes.8

He reacts to certain water quality characteristics that
are beyond physical and biological measurement but are within the
danain of the social sci,entist. In the coastal zone, there is a
need to know what water quality characteristics are the most
critical to specific water recreation user groups, e.g. swirnrners,
boaters, pleasure boaters, etc. for their experiences to be
satisfying. There is an urgency in this task as the recreational
potentials of the marine environment will be further leveled if
we do not identify the critical environmental parameters and
correspondingly the levels of acceptance important to people .

ECONOMICS OF COASTAL ZONE RECREATION

In the economic realm, we find that no one in the thirties
could predict the value of swi"-Nning and other recreational uses of
Green Bay before they were eliminated. Without such a value
establi,shed, little apparently was lost. While we still have no
accurate economic valuations for the Bay. other large waterbodies
or a particular segment of coastal «ne what do we know about
the economics of water recreation Pertinent to the pacific coastal
zone:

First of all, Big ler estimated that, in 1968, approximately
3.12 million people participated in a total of 7,1 billion
ocean-oriented recreation occasions and spent about $14
billion. To place this figure in better perspective, it
is pointed out that. consumer expenditures were approximately
$3. 7 bil lion f rom sole petroleum and natural gas products
from off-shore sources in 1968 and $1.! billion in retail
value of the ].9gs domestic fish catch.



Breaking this down by recreation pursuit instead of specific
location, we know that the Boa ting Industry Association
has calculated that 3 bil] ion 292 millio dollars was spent
nationwide in retail sales during 1969 for new and used
boats, motors, accessories, maintenance, storage, etc. lp

2.

From U ~ S ~ Coast Guard data, we know that there were 393 f338
boats registered in California, or 8 .1 percent of those
registered nationwide.llJust as we dan 't kno~ how many of
these boats are used primari].y in the coastal zone and how
often, we alSO are unaware of the rlercentage of nOn-reSident
boaters that use the coastal zone-

3.

Re know that the Los Angeles � I ong Beach area»as one of
the top ten metropoli tan marke ts f or outboard motors in
1969 with 6, 60p un i ts sold in 1 9 69 while there were a
total of 151, pp p motors in use in thi s area ~ 12

4.

We know that a U.S. Bureau of Spor ts Fisheries studv calculated
305 000 salt water anglers �2 years and over! spent

$8pp million during 1965. This meant an expenditure qf
$96/person with an average expenditure of $8.34/day.

5.

What we don't know is the total eaonomic value associated
with recreational use of specif ic marine regions, for example, the
West Coast estuarine zone, Lake Michigan, the Gulf Coast, etc.
Attempts have been made to arrive at these comprehensive values
but they are not without critical def iciencies. Proxy values for
a user day of recreation have been determined by thy federal govern-
rnent in U.S. Senate Document 097, Supplement No. 1. These proxy4

values range from $.50 to $1.50 and ave been applied to the popu-
lation of all coastal counties  excludincy the Great Lakes! . From
such an analysis, it has been estimated that the total recreational
value of the coastal zone is about $300 million if each person
participates 5 days annually. 5 Aside f rom the evident weak-
nesses in te~s of participation rates, such an estimate ignores
all the non-residents attracted to the coastal zone as well as
the multiplier values of economic impact. As such the $300
million estimate should only be regarded as a rninimurn-valuation
point.

Until we are able to evaluate the total value of recreational
use in each coastal zone, recreation will not receive the same close
attention as do other use»n Public resource management decision-
making. The implications for water quali ty management, given the
current wa ter qua 1 i ty cri teria f or «crea tion, alone are devas tating .
Without such a total value, state and local agencies a]so find it
difficult to justify any diversion «Planning and development
funds from other f orms of recreation to the coasta 1 zone . Instead
of being assumed as important as we Presently do, the econclnic
value o f recreation in the coasta»one needs to be reli,ably
established if we are to sustain this unique environment as well
as meet future recreation demands.



A FUTURE VIEW

Future use of the marine environment for recreation depends
upon our ability 1! to protect those areas already designated and/
or used for recreation and 2! to re juvenate those areas where
recreational uses are presently impaired .

In areas of degraded water quality, water recreation can be
further eliminated by other competing and conflictinq uses, or
indeed recreation develc pment can become a substantial pressure
for alleviati,ng degraded conditions. Any intentions in thi,s
regard. however, depend heavility upon the formulation of water
quality standards relevant to our humanistic re-definition of
recreation.

Elsewhere where water quality is not a problem, recreational
utilization and development should be encourage--but not at an price,
We can no longer pursue the short-range improvement o. uman
existence at the expense of long-range environmental repercussions
that eventually return to man. In increasing the recreational
utilization of the marine environment, we must through ecoloqically-
sensitive technology and user-resource planninq avoid the disasters
wrought on many of our inland lake recreation resources. This
includes filling, periphexal development, and accelerated
eutrophication. The marine environment with its unique weather
constraints is seen as an ideal. safety valve for many of our
100, 000 inland recreation lakes that have reached the saturation
point in recreational development and use and are diminishing in
quality.

In conclusion, individuals, adjacent shoreland owners,
businessmen, polluters, etc. must begin to assume imnlicit
responsibility for the sustained iold of our coastal zones if
soci.ety is to realize the ZuII soc a and economic significance
of recreational activities in the marine environment. While
SUSTAINED YIELD is a sociomconomic concer t promulgated by
foresters concerned with a perpetual production of hiqh-quality
timber resources, resource managers have since recoqnized that
it has appli.cation to all of our renewable and non-renewable
resources. Pecause of ttte undeniable relationship of leisure man
and environment, sustained yield can and should be conceptually
applied in the recreational development of the marine environment--
our goals being a continuous availability of satisfying water
recreation experiences while sustaining the often non-renewable
natural coastal zone ecosystem.
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